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Say goodbye to conventional wisdom. 
Introducing driving so completely new it will shock you.
Say goodbye to conventional wisdom. 
Introducing driving so completely new it will shock you.
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SE LIMITEDHEV *
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Into the realm of the sensual.
The next-generation Camry delivers more than just beautiful, enjoyable driving and 
safety made possible by advanced technology. It resonates with the five senses with 
an appeal that can’t be expressed in numbers, but must be seen, felt and experienced. 
Its three distinctive characteristics create a stimulating driving experience, just for you.

The next-generation Camry delivers more than just beautiful, enjoyable driving and 
safety made possible by advanced technology. It resonates with the five senses with 
an appeal that can’t be expressed in numbers, but must be seen, felt and experienced. 
Its three distinctive characteristics create a stimulating driving experience, just for you.

Into the realm of the sensual.

* HEV: Hybrid Electric Vehicle.



67 Note: Please inquire at your local dealer for details on the availability of features.

2.5-liter A25A-FXS engine:  

The newly-developed 2.5-liter Dynamic Force Engine 

delivers both high combustion efficiency and high power 

output. It combines with the evolved electrified hybrid 

system to generate outstanding acceleration and power, 

delivering dynamic performance and exceptional fuel 

efficiency to expand your driving pleasure.

16V 2.5-liter (A25A-FXS)

Max. output: 176HP/5700rpm 
Max. torque: 22.5kg-m/3600-5200rpm

Permanent magnet synchronous motor (3NM)

Max. output: 118HP 
Max. torque: 20.6kg-m



Driven by the desire to create an exceptional driving experience, the electrified hybrid system was 
evolved to deliver a fresh level of driving pleasure. It seamlessly combines the engine and electric 
motor to leverage their respective strengths. Advanced technologies engineered to deliver smooth, 
powerful driving further contribute to the exciting driving performance.

Two power sources create a completely new form 
of powerful driving performance.

ACCELERATION: During high-speed driving the Camry combines power from 

the engine and electric motor to deliver dynamic smooth acceleration.

FUEL EFFICIENCY: Both the engine and electric motor stop when the vehicle stops. While driving, 

the Camry efficiently combines engine and electric motor power to deliver excellent fuel efficiency.

QUIETNESS: In EV (Electric Vehicle)-Drive Mode the Camry is powered only by the electric motor, 

enabling quiet operation in residential areas at night and in the early morning.

LOW EMISSIONS: Cleaner exhaust means reduced carbon dioxide emissions, a cause of global warming. 

The ability to drive using only the electric motor further helps to reduce emissions.

89 Note: Please inquire at your local dealer for details on the availability of features.

ENGINE ×  ELE CTRIC MOT OR
Driven by the desire to create an exceptional driving experience, the electrified hybrid system was 
evolved to deliver a fresh level of driving pleasure. It seamlessly combines the engine and electric 
motor to leverage their respective strengths. Advanced technologies engineered to deliver smooth, 
powerful driving further contribute to the exciting driving performance.

Two power sources create a completely new form 
of powerful driving performance.



Audio/navigation system: An 8-inch touch-panel display provides easy control of the 6-speaker audio 
system with integrated DVD player. The navigation system searches and provides optimal route guidance.

1011

Open and inviting, the stylish layout, intuitive interface, excellent forward visibility and 

optimal positioning of controls in the cockpit create a feeling of instinctive response and 

confident control, enlivening the senses and the exhilarating pleasure of sporty driving.

The way you love to drive.The way you love to drive.
Open and inviting, the stylish layout, intuitive interface, excellent forward visibility and 

optimal positioning of controls in the cockpit create a feeling of instinctive response and 

confident control, enlivening the senses and the exhilarating pleasure of sporty driving.

Note: Please inquire at your local dealer for details on the availability of features.
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There’s no place you’d rather be.
Relaxation comes naturally in the light-filled, spacious comfort of the cabin. 

The refined quality and comfort embedded in the superb functionality, exceptional quietness, 

and bold and delicate contrast in textures and finishes, delights the eyes and touch.

There’s no place you’d rather be.
Relaxation comes naturally in the light-filled, spacious comfort of the cabin. 

The refined quality and comfort embedded in the superb functionality, exceptional quietness, 

and bold and delicate contrast in textures and finishes, delights the eyes and touch.

Note: Please inquire at your local dealer for details on the availability of features.
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Suspension: The front MacPherson strut and rear double wishbone suspension 
contributes to flat, stable ride comfort with minimal shock and vibration, providing 
stable cornering for enjoyable driving, together with a comfortable and outstanding 
ride, even on long drives. The SE has a sports suspension specially tuned to provide 
sporty driving exhilaration.

24V 3.5-liter (2GR-FKS)

Max. output: 298HP/6600rpm
Max. torque: 36.3kg-m/4700rpm

Engines: To generate exhilarating 
driving performance, engines feature 
Dual VVT-i (2AR-FE), Dual VVT-i (Intake side: 
VVT-iW. 2GR-FKS), and D-4S fuel injection 
system (2GR-FKS), to realize excellent output, 
torque and fuel efficiency.*

16V 2.5-liter (2AR-FE)

Max. output: 178HP/6000rpm
Max. torque: 23.6kg-m/4100rpm

How it moves you is exhilarating.
The next generation platform and powertrain endow the Camry with sporty acceleration, smooth shifting, 

agile handling and outstanding fuel efficiency, delivering a new level of driving exhilaration.

Paddle shifters: Integrated into the steering wheel, they enable intuitive manual 
up- and down-shifting while keeping your hands on the steering wheel. (SE)

2GR-FKS & 2AR-FE version

Note: Please inquire at your local dealer for details on the availability of features.

* VVT-i: Variable Valve Timing-intelligent. VVT-iW: Variable Valve Timing-intelligent Wide. VVT-iE: Variable Valve Timing-intelligent by Electric motor. D-4S: Direct injection 4 stroke gasoline engine Superior version.
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1580 mm*1

1590 mm*2

1600 mm*3

1840 mm

2825 mm
4885 mm (SE: 4905 mm)

1605 mm*1

1615 mm*2

1625 mm*3

1445 mm

Exterior Colors

Interior Colors

Emotional Red <3T7>

Attitude Black Mica/Emotional Red <2PG>

Attitude Black Mica <218>

Dark Blue Mica Metallic <8W7>

Silver Metallic <1F7>

Graphite Metallic <4X7>

Platinum White Pearl Mica <089>

Steel Blonde Metallic <4X1>

Super White II <040>

Yanmer Beige <4Q0>

Color variations
The expressive range of exterior colors is complemented by the rich 

interior color schemes and quality of original textures and materials 

in the cabin, giving a sophisticated touch to showing your individuality.

GrayBlackBeigeGrayBlackBeige

LIMITED, GLE, LE (Leather)LIMITED, GLE, LE (Fabric)

GrayBlackSensual RedGray

SE (Leather)SE (Fabric)

4885 × 1840 × 1445 (SE: 4905 × 1840 × 1445)

2825

1580/1605*1, 1590/1615*2, 1600/1625*3

145

MacPherson struts (Gas-filled shock absorbers with a stabilizer bar)

Double wishbone (Gas-filled shock absorbers with a stabilizer bar)

Ventilated discs/Discs

5.7, 5.8*1

60

205/65R16, 215/55R17, 235/45R18

—

—

—

—

—

SPECIFICATIONS

Transmission

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

Overall length × width × height  

Wheelbase

Tread Front/Rear

Ground clearance

Curb weight

Gross vehicle weight

CHASSIS

Suspension Front

 Rear

Brakes Front/Rear

Minimum turning radius (Tires)

Fuel tank capacity

Tires

ENGINES

Type

Piston displacement

Max. output (EEC net, unleaded)

Max. torque (EEC net, unleaded)

Fuel system

ELECTRIC MOTOR 

Type

Max. output

Max. torque

BATTERY

Type

Capacity

mm

mm

mm

mm

kg

kg

m

liters

cc

HP/rpm

kg-m/rpm

HP/rpm

kg-m/rpm

Ah

24V 3.5-liter (2GR-FKS)

 LIMITED/SE

8-speed automatic

1625-1640

2100

24V 3.5-liter (2GR-FKS)

V6 Four Cam 24-valve with Dual VVT-i (Intake side: VVT-iW)*4

3456

298/6600

36.3/4700

D-4S*4

16V 2.5-liter (2AR-FE)

GLE/LE/SE

6-speed automatic

1480-1550

2030

16V 2.5-liter (2AR-FE)

4-cyl. in-line Twin Cam 16-valve with Dual VVT-i*4

2494

178/6000

23.6/4100

Electronic Fuel Injection

Hybrid Electric Vehicle  16V 2.5-liter (A25A-FXS)

Electrically Controlled Continuously Variable Transmission

4885 × 1840 × 1445

2825

145

1585-1660

2100

MacPherson struts (Gas-filled shock absorbers with a stabilizer bar)

Double wishbone (Gas-filled shock absorbers with a stabilizer bar)

Ventilated discs/Discs

5.7, 5.8*1

50

16V 2.5-liter (A25A-FXS)

4-cyl. in-line Twin Cam 16-valve with Dual VVT-i (Intake side: VVT-iE)*4

2487

176/5700

22.5/3600-5200

D-4S*4

Permanent magnet synchronous motor (3NM)

118

20.6

Nickel-metal hydride

6.5

LIMITED

1580/1605*1

235/45R18

GLE/LE

1580/1605*1, 1590/1615*2, 1600/1625*3

205/65R16, 215/55R17, 235/45R18

2GR-FKS & 2AR-FE version

Note: Please inquire at your local dealer for color combination availability.

*1 With 235/45R18 tires.  *2 With 215/55R17 tires.  *3 With 205/65R16 tires.   *4 VVT-i: Variable Valve Timing-intelligent. VVT-iW: Variable Valve Timing-intelligent Wide. VVT-iE: Variable Valve Timing-intelligent by Electric motor. D-4S: Direct injection 4 stroke gasoline engine Superior version.  • Addition of extra features may change figures in this chart.  
• Toyota Motor Corporation reserves the right to alter any details of specifications and equipment without notice. Details of specifications and equipment are also subject to change to suit local conditions and requirements.   Please inquire at your local dealer for details of any such changes that might be required for your area.  
Note: Vehicles pictured and specifications detailed in this catalog may vary from models and equipment available in your area.  • Vehicle body color might differ slightly from the printed photos in this catalog.




